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In the style of....... 

Nile Rodgers 

”Less is more in my world...” 

By Oliver Martin 

Introduction 

As one of the most influential musicians in the Disco/Funk genre, Nile Rodgers 

is a guitarist definitely worth listening to.  

Alongside Bernard Edwards, this duo was largely responsible for the hits of 

bands such as ‘Chic’ and ‘Sister Sledge’.  Rodgers’ credits include working as 

a guitarist or producer with artists such as Duran Duran, Diana Ross and 

Madonna. He has worked more recently on Daft Punk’s hit ‘Get Lucky’. This 

lesson features two Nile Rodgers style rhythm guitar parts. 

 

The Tone  

A famous fan of the Fender Stratocaster, Rodgers has nicknamed his White 

Strat ‘The Hitmaker’. An apt name considering the amount of hits it has been 

used on. With a Strat going clean through a Fender amp you are half way 

there. With this type of clean sound, a little bit of compression is quite 

common to help those dead notes stand out. 

Nile Rodgers uses very thin picks and thin strings, which allow him to get a 

smooth rhythm when strumming 16th note patterns. This also allows him to 

play harder on some notes without them cutting through the mix too 

drastically. 
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Ex.1 – 16th note Chords 

In Ex.1 we have a two chord progression consisting of Bm7 

& Em7 (Figs. 1 & 2). You will notice there are lots of dead 

notes and not much space in the progression. The guitar is 

playing almost constantly at a 16th note rhythm (1-e-&-a-2-

e-&-a...etc), using dead notes to give it a percussive effect.   

 

In Ex.1 you can clearly see we are not playing the entire 

chord. A whole 5 or 6 note chord would be too 

overpowering for this genre. A feature of Nile Rodgers 

playing is his tendency to rarely play more than three or 

four notes at a time. This is very much a ‘Less is more’ 

approach being used to cut out some of the unnecessary 

parts of the chord. As good practice you should fret the 

whole chord or mute the other strings, in case you catch 

them whilst strumming the chord. 

 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 
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Ex.2 – 16th note Riff 

Again we are using lots of 16th note patterns and dead notes to get a 

percussive quality out of the guitar. The main difference is this is not chord 

based like Ex.1. This exercise uses the Pentatonic scale to create a riff. It is 

largely repetitive staying with the same motif for the first 3 bars (slight 

variation for bar 2) and then changing on the final bar.  

 

Something you may notice when listening to Nile Rogers is how he uses a 

strumming action, even when playing a riff. He will use an up & down 16th 

note pattern even when only playing single notes. This has a side effect of 

catching other notes on parallel strings. To make sure you don’t get any 

unwanted notes you should mute the adjacent strings. 

Recommended listening 

 We are Family – Sister Sledge 

 Le Freak – Chic 

 He’s the Greatest Dancer – Chic 

 I’m coming out – Diana Ross 

 Get Lucky – Daft Punk 

By Oliver Martin 


